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In healthcare, diagnostic tests are conducted to confirm the
presence or absence of a pathology.1 The objective of testing is to
increase the certainty about whether a particular pathology is present
or absent.

Diagnostic tests can be differentiated from other types of clinical
tests because they are used to determine the presence or absence of
specific pathologies. Non-diagnostic clinical tests include tests that
assess impairment, assess function, or monitor progress. Examples
are muscle strength tests and range of motion tests. Other non-
diagnostic clinical tests aim to predict conditions or symptoms in
the future, or stratify people by expected response to treatment. An
example is the STarT Back Tool for prognosis and stratified care of low
back pain.2

Diagnostic tests are widely used in physiotherapy. An example of a
diagnostic test used in the subdiscipline of musculoskeletal physio-
therapy is the Lachman’s test of the anterior cruciate ligament;3 an
example in cardiorespiratory physiotherapy is the use of lung ultra-
sound to identify pneumonia;4 and an example from the continence
and women’s health subdiscipline of physiotherapy is the supine
stress test of intrinsic urethral sphincter dysfunction in women.5

Accurate diagnoses may help physiotherapists structure appropriate
management plans.6

Often there are several diagnostic tests that could be used to
test for the same pathology. In musculoskeletal physiotherapy,
one example arises when a physiotherapist aims to confirm the
presence or absence of a meniscal lesion following an acute knee
injury. Some of the diagnostic tests a physiotherapist could use to
assess for meniscal lesions include McMurray’s test, joint line
tenderness, Apley’s test, Payr’s test, the Thessaly test, and patient
reports of locking of the knee joint.7–9 Another example from
cardiorespiratory physiotherapy arises when a physiotherapist
aims to confirm the presence or absence of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease. Some of the diagnostic tests a physiotherapist
could use to assess for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
include auscultation, lung ultrasound, peak expiratory flow mea-
surements, particular findings from a patient’s history, or a variety
of questionnaires.10–16

The choice of a diagnostic test is influenced by many factors.
Selection of a diagnostic test should be based, at least in part, on
empirical evidence of the test’s accuracy in determining whether a
pathology is present or absent. That evidence can be found in primary
studies of diagnostic test accuracy and systematic reviews of primary
studies of diagnostic test accuracy.

Primary studies of diagnostic test accuracy measure the accuracy
of diagnostic tests by comparing the results of the index test to those
of a reference standard applied to the same subjects. Accuracy can be
quantified in many ways, but it is most often quantified in terms of
sensitivity and specificity, or likelihood ratios. The index test is the
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diagnostic test that is evaluated in the study. The reference standard
(sometimes called a ‘gold standard’) is another diagnostic test applied
to the same subjects to classify whether they really do or do not have
the target pathology. Ideally the reference standard provides a
perfectly accurate (error-free) diagnosis. In practice there are few, if
any, perfect reference standards so, instead, the reference standard is
usually the best available diagnostic test.17 Although the reference
standard will generally be more accurate than the index test, clini-
cians may prefer to use the index test in clinical practice, provided the
index test is sufficiently accurate, because the index test may be safer
or easier to use, cheaper to administer, or more readily available than
the reference test.18

Diagnostic test accuracy studies are different to other studies of
diagnostic tests such as reliability studies or randomised controlled
trials of diagnostic tests. Often, in studies of the reliability of a clinical
test, multiple clinicians apply the same test to the same subjects. The
data are then used to calculate the concordance of the tests con-
ducted by different raters (inter-tester reliability).19 Alternatively,
clinicians may apply the same test to subjects on more than one
occasion. These data are used to quantify how well clinicians can
reproduce a test result (intra-tester reliability). In a typical rando-
mised controlled trial of diagnostic tests, patients suspected of a
pathology are randomised to two or more arms of the trial. Each arm
of the trial is assigned a different diagnostic test or process. Com-
parison of the outcomes of patients in the two arms of the trial
provides an estimate of the effect of using the diagnostic test or
process.20 Randomised trials of diagnostic tests are harder to conduct
than studies of diagnostic test accuracy but they are potentially more
useful, because even if a diagnostic test is accurate, use of the test
might not improve clinical outcomes.21 Neither reliability studies nor
randomised controlled trials of diagnostic tests provide estimates of
the accuracy of tests.

Systematic reviews of diagnostic test accuracy studies can provide
more precise estimates of test accuracy than a single diagnostic test
accuracy study. The extra precision is obtained by pooling data from
multiple studies. In addition, systematic reviews of diagnostic test
accuracy studies can establish whether the accuracy of a test varies
substantially across contexts.22 Typically, systematic reviews of
diagnostic test accuracy studies use similar methods to systematic
reviews of interventions. These methods include the articulation of a
clear research question, pre-specification of a review protocol,
conduct of a comprehensive search for primary studies, retrieval and
selection of all or nearly all relevant studies, assessment of study
quality, and meta-analysis to summarise the data if appropriate.23

Narrative reviews are also used to summarise research evidence
but, because they lack a systematic and transparent methodology and
do not follow a pre-specified protocol, may be more prone to bias
than systematic reviews.24
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Ideally, clinicians, researchers and patients would be able to find
primary studies of diagnostic test accuracy and systematic reviews of
studies of diagnostic test accuracy with little difficulty. That would be
facilitated by a purpose-designed database. The ideal database would:
provide a comprehensive listing of primary studies and systematic
reviews of studies of diagnostic test accuracy; be freely accessible to
all; and be easy to use.

Existing databases satisfy some, but not all, of these criteria.
PubMed, for example, is an extensive database of biomedical litera-
ture and is freely available. However, PubMed indexes over 28 million
studies of many types – not just diagnostic test accuracy studies – and
it covers all areas of healthcare. It is not easy to find evidence on
diagnostic test accuracy using PubMed.25 There are other databases
that index diagnostic test accuracy literature, including the excellent
Clinical Queries sub-site of PubMed, but the vast majority of the
studies indexed in these databases are not relevant to physiotherapy.
So using these databases to find evidence of the accuracy of diag-
nostic tests relevant to physiotherapy is difficult. The Cochrane
Collaboration publishes a freely accessible database of systematic
reviews which can be filtered to search for reviews of studies of
diagnostic test accuracy, but this database is limited to Cochrane re-
views and only a few Cochrane reviews of diagnostic test accuracy are
relevant to physiotherapy.

Next month we will launch DiTA, the Diagnostic Test Accuracy
database (dita.org.au). DiTA is designed to enable clinicians, re-
searchers and patients to easily access information on the accuracy of
diagnostic tests used by physiotherapists. DiTA is built on the same
platform as the PEDro database (pedro.org.au). Unlike PEDro, which
indexes evidence of the effects of physiotherapy interventions (rand-
omised trials and systematic reviews), DiTA indexes evidence (primary
studies and systematic reviews) of the accuracy of diagnostic tests
relevant to physiotherapy. DiTA will be freely accessible to all and, we
hope, easy to use.

DiTA has been constructed in a systematic way. Studies are
included in DiTA if they measure the accuracy of an index test a
physiotherapist would perform themselves (rather than one they
would order). In addition, studies are only included if they investigate
both pathologies and patients that physiotherapists would normally
assess in clinical practice. The studies included in DiTA are located by
conducting sensitive searches of MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL and the
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews. The searches are con-
ducted without any language restrictions. Staff with specific expertise
in searching the physiotherapy research literature then filter the
search results and, where necessary, examine full reports of indi-
vidual studies, to identify relevant studies and extract bibliographic
data for entry into the database.

As of 11 April 2019 there were 979 primary studies and 104
systematic reviews relevant to physiotherapy indexed on DiTA.
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These studies have been reported in 16 different languages.
The earliest primary study currently included in DiTA was pub-
lished in 196926 and the earliest systematic review currently
included in DiTA was published in 1993.27 Prior to 1990, evidence
of the accuracy of diagnostic tests used by physiotherapists
was sparse. However, the body of evidence has grown rapidly
and is now substantial. A description of the studies iden-
tified during the development of DiTA will be published
elsewhere.

We encourage physiotherapists to use DiTA to find evidence about
the accuracy of the tests that they use in clinical practice, and to use
that evidence to guide the selection and interpretation of the diag-
nostic tests they use. We welcome feedback on the database. All
suggestions will be gratefully considered.
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